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The Redesigned
URLA
T

he Uniform Residential Loan Application (URLA) is well overdue for an
update. Last updated in 2009, the URLA is
now being redesigned.
Lenders will be required to use the redesigned URLA on any applications submitted
beginning on February 1, 2020. Applications submitted prior to that deadline will
be accepted through January 2021.
"IDS is well on its way to completing the
redesigned URLA," said Mark Mackey, IDS
Vice President. "Plans are in place to make
the document available for testing to our
clients this fall."

The redesign itself adds consistent, simple
styling to make the URLA easier to read
and navigate both digitally and in print.
One of the ways this has been acheived is
by separating information the borrower is
required to provide from the information
the lender gathers during the underwriting
process.
Though still accepted in it's printed format, the URLA will also be electronically
fillable and map to MISMO version 3.4.
Lenders should contact their LOS to learn
about the MISMO version they support.
Lenders are encouraged to familiarize
themselves with all of the changes in the
redesigned URLA, in order to better help
borrowers navigate the loan application
and understand the requirements.
Additional information on the redesigned
URLA can be found on the GSE's websites.

Using IDS eClose
T
See a complete eClose demo from Clint Salisbury
on our YouTube Channel.

hose familiar with utilizing the eSign
Room for initial disclosures will likely
experience some déjà vu when first experiencing IDS eClose. Using the same
eSign Room technology, lenders can now
eSign their closing documents.

In mid-May, IDS regional sales representative Clint Salisbury demonstrated the
completion of a closing package using the
eSign Room, showing the process from
the side of both the lender and borrower. Salisbury showed everything from the
emails sent out requesting the borrower
log in to the eSign room to the final ordering of the document package. He also
made sure to point out that lenders have
the ability to send documents to other
parties of the loan for signing as well,
including settlement agents, contractors,
and additional borrowers.
"With a preview package available, lenders are able to save significant amounts
of time and greatly streamline the process for borrowers," Salisbury said. "We
have several clients setting goals to complete their first eClosing before the end
of this year."
IDS has already completed an eNote for
MISMO version 3.1, and plans to release
a completed note on the v 1.02 eNote
standard this fall.
"Only one company we know of will currently vault the 3.1," said Mark Mackey,
Vice President of IDS. "Until the rest of
the industry catches up, we intend to provide the 1.02 so that our clients will still
have complete eMortgage capabilities."

LOS Partner Spotlight

A

long-term partner with IDS, Inc., Finastra provides
a variety of financial services software throughout
the industry. Through their secure and reliable solutions, Finastra empowers clients to accelerate growth,
mitigate risk and evolve to meet the changing needs of
the industry. The Loan Origination System (LOS), Fusion
Mortgagebot is one of those many services.
“Fusion Mortgagebot is an excellent partner,” said
Mallory Howard, IDS Integrations Specialist. “The topnotch integration allows our mutual clients to produce
excellent docs without duplicate data entry.”
Well-integrated with idsDoc, Fusion Mortgagebot helps
lenders efficiently input and edit loan file information
to produce quality, compliant documents. In particular,
the excellent blind interface available to users of Fusion
Mortgagebot and idsDoc allows users to check their
documents before ordering while keeping the LOS as
their system of record. Fusion Mortgagebot’s team is always willing to communicate with the IDS Integrations
Team, empowering clients with effective assistance regarding the two systems.
“With a powerful LOS like Fusion Mortagebot, your bank
will improve efficiencies throughout the origination process, reducing costs, enhancing service and streamlining compliance to close more loans quicker,” said Dan
Putney, Managing Director, Finastra. “Our network of
industry-leading partners, like IDS, Inc., help make this
possible.”
For more information on
Fusion Mortgagebot, visit
www.finastra.com.
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